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Abstract—This paper proposes a semi-supervised intelligent
visual surveillance system to exploit the information from multi-
camera networks for the monitoring of people and vehicles.
Modules are proposed to perform critical surveillance tasks
including: the management and calibration of cameras within a
multi-camera network; tracking of objects across multiple views;
recognition of people utilising biometrics and in particular soft-
biometrics; the monitoring of crowds; and activity recognition.
Recent advances in these computer vision modules and capability
gaps in surveillance technology are also highlighted.

I. INTRODUCTION

Surveillance systems are an essential requirement in air-
ports, transportation networks, public places, and other critical
infrastructure where it is necessary to monitor activities,
threats, and to prevent or investigate criminal or other un-
wanted activity. Despite positive benefits as a deterrent in such
environments, the majority of current surveillance installations
provide little more than a ‘post-event’ forensic analysis tool.
This has been a major driver for the computer vision research
community to develop intelligent surveillance technologies
(also known as video analytics) in an attempt to provide
automatic real-time surveillance capabilities.

The proliferation of this technology is now apparent as there
exists a multitude of commercial video analytic solutions and
products. The capabilities of such products vary significantly
and as such, it is helpful to categorise them through a high-
level classification outlined below.

• 1st Generation: Traditional analogue CCTV systems
with recording facilities through tape or digital video
recorders.

• 2nd Generation: Highly capable “Video Management
Systems” utilising large IP networks (cameras may be
digital or analogue with encoders). These systems have
a suite of low-level image processing tools (such as
perimeter intrusion detection, loitering, abandoned object
detection, etc).

• 3rd Generation: True multi-view capable intelligent
surveillance systems with robust semantic information
extraction.

We argue that most commercial solutions are still only 2nd
generation systems (with a select few 2.5G) and are often

characterised by high false-alarm rates. Significant advance-
ment in capabilities are still required before 3rd generation
systems are reached, i.e. “cognitive” systems that can track,
identify and explain what is taking place [1]. This includes the
development of: true multi-view capability (rather than single-
view with simple camera network topologies); automatic cam-
era calibration; robust tracking and recognition of people
and events that are invariant to the challenging day-to-day
operating conditions including illumination, pose, viewpoint;
and invariance to noisy, cluttered complex environments.

This paper presents an intelligent surveillance system which
will provide a framework and motivate research towards the
development of 3rd generation surveillance systems. Such sys-
tems are necessary to deliver required capabilities for a range
of applications in security, counter-terrorism, safety, emer-
gency response and operational monitoring. The remainder of
the paper is outlined as follows. Section II will provide an
overview of the proposed semi-supervised visual surveillance
system. Section’s III to VII will present each of the proposed
vision modules respectively. Section VIII concludes the paper
and highlights some ongoing research challenges.

II. SEMI-SUPERVISED SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM OVERVIEW

A high-level aim of an intelligent surveillance system is to
create “smart spaces” which operate on a network of geograph-
ically disjoint and heterogeneously distributed cameras within
a synergetic and automated fashion. This includes the opera-
tion on both static and dynamic pan-tilt-zoom (PTZ) cameras.
A high-level vision of the proposed system is represented
in Figure 1. This system is structured as a combination of
three distinct layers: (1) Object Recognition; (2) Ontology and
Management; and, (3) Visualization and Interaction layers.

The first layer entails a number of computer vision and
pattern recognition modules operating in cooperation to create
the foundation of a “video ontology” and enabling capabilities
including automatic object tracking, resolution enhancement of
regions-of-interest, monitoring of crowds, and recognition of
individuals utilising a suite of biometrics and soft-biometrics.
The second layer provides capabilities to manage resources
within large multi-camera networks and also the provision



Fig. 1. Semi-supervised visual surveillance system overview.

of an event-monitoring framework. The final layer is a vi-
sualisation layer in which operators can interact with and
interrogate the video ontology within an artificial visualisation
environment such as a holistic top-view or 3D model of the
operating environment. This layer provides tools for operators
to search and query for events, objects, and people of interest.
The system can also provide alerts to relevant personnel such
that they can make final decisions and take appropriate action.
This later characteristic gives rise to the “semi-supervised”
nature of the system, i.e. the aim is to automate those tasks
that are appropriate to do so, but leave high-level decisions to
the human operator.

Each of the vision modules, outlined in Figure 1 and
discussed in the following sections, have a number of char-
acteristics: they are designed for scalability, i.e. capable of
operating on camera networks of any size; each module
is interoperable, e.g. the motion detection and optical flow
algorithms utilised within the object tracking module can be
utilised by the soft-biometrics module; all camera feeds are
accessible through an IP-network and algorithms operate on
Virtual Machines within networked computing infrastructure;
algorithms employ effective threading schemes such that they
can leverage advances in processor technology (multi-core
processors) and operate in real-time or near real-time.

III. CAMERA CALIBRATION & CAMERA MANAGEMENT

Camera calibration is essential for multiple camera systems
to become more than just a collection of single camera
systems. Fusing and transferring information between views,
and to a global information system, depends on the knowledge
of the relationships between the cameras and between the
cameras and the environment. Calibrating cameras manually
is a time consuming task that must be performed by a trained
technician. Whenever a camera is displaced, removed or
added, it must be recalibrated. In a network of many cameras,

this becomes a significant hurdle to successfully deploying
automatic surveillance systems. Automatic camera calibration
and management methods are under development that will
address the expanding cost of camera network calibration. The
objective is to remove, or at least reduce, the amount of manual
input required. Camera management systems aim to detect and
keep track of changes in the network and update the calibration
information accordingly.

The ability to find correspondences between overlapping
views is a cornerstone of automatic calibration. In a typical
surveillance system, cameras are sparsely placed to improve
coverage. This makes finding correspondences between the
views very challenging. Robust feature extraction and match-
ing techniques have been developed to accomplish the task.
Our research has extended affine covariant feature extractors
and improved their efficiency [2], [3].

Often even the most advanced wide baseline matching meth-
ods cannot deliver sufficient correct correspondences to begin
calibration. This may be due to the lack of unique features in
a scene, low image quality, or an overwhelming proportion of
incorrect matches. A new method called WiDense has been
developed to use only a few matched affine covariant features
to find a large number of correspondences between widely
separated views [4]. The method makes use of the information
contained in the shapes of the matched affine covariant features
to explore local planes in the scene. By aligning local image
regions precisely, it is possible to extract large numbers of
highly accurate point correspondences. The alignment of in-
correct matches often fails, thus eliminating a large proportion
of incorrect matches. These additional correspondences can
then be used to compute camera geometry.

Figure 2 shows the output of the WiDense algorithm. In
this case, the majority of the correspondences detected using
the Hessian Affine local feature extractor [2], [3], [5] and
SIFT descriptor [6] are distributed in a region with little depth.
When the epipolar geometry is computed (the first step toward
calibration), a degenerate solution is found (not shown) due
to the limited number and accuracy of the Hessian Affine
features. The WiDense algorithm refines the correspondences,
rejects some incorrect matches and produces a large number
of highly accurate point correspondences. Computing the
epipolar geometry from these correspondences results in a
reasonably accurate estimate.

The success of the WiDense algorithm is partly attributed
to the fact that man made environments often contain many
planar surfaces. Large areas of buildings usually share a
common ground plane. Such structures can be used to transfer
calibration information between cameras and to constrain the
calibration problem. The ground plane is also often used to
transfer information, for example the coordinates of a tracked
object, between views.

IV. OBJECT TRACKING

Object tracking is the task of following one or more objects
about a scene, from when they first appear to when they exit
the scene. An object may be anything of interest within the



Fig. 2. The WiDense dense correspondence extraction process. The top row
shows an example pair of images and matched Hessian Affine features on the
right. Features are indicated as white ellipses and matches are indicated by
black lines joining feature centres. Row two shows the extracted point features
and matches for the WiDense algorithm on the left. The epipolar geometry
computed is indicated in the last two images by means of epipolar lines.

scene that can be detected, and depends on the requirements of
the scene itself. Figure 3 shows an example of a typical view
from a surveillance camera, with various objects to be tracked
outlined (the colour indicates an ID, and the ID assigned to
each object is consistent over time). In this scene, vehicles
and people are of interest. To track the objects in the scene,
they must be detected and matched from frame to frame. To
match objects detected in one frame, to those present in a
previous frame, one or more features that can be used to
compare the objects are required. Problems such as occlusions,
and errors in detection algorithms (either missed detections, or
false detections) must also be overcome.

Fig. 3. Example of a Surveillance Scene.

Object tracking can be accomplished either by detecting
objects every frame and matching detected objects to known
objects [7], or by using one or more extracted features to
loclaise objects in subsequent frames and track them [8].
Particle filters [9], whilst being capable of tracking through
occlusions and poor segmentation require initialisation and are
often better suited to situations where a common feature can
be used. Innovations such as the Mixture and Boosted Particle
Filters [8], [9] have overcome problems caused by some modes
(objects) dominating others, resulting in the loss of a track.
However, they rely on a common feature to enable new object
detection, limiting their suitability to sports situations.

The object tracking system within the proposed framework
applies object detection to each frame, and updates a central
list of objects. However, the proposed system does utilise
a particle filter [10] for instances where object detection
becomes difficult. In situations where occlusions are present
(see Figure 4), the tracking system is able to use the particle
filter to resolve the occlusion and maintain object identity until
the occlusion passes.

Fig. 4. Two people occlude one another. Without the particle filter (top row)
tracking fails. By using a particle filter when detection is difficult, the system
can resolve the occlusion and maintain the tracking of the objects.

The task of object detection can be accomplished either
using a trained object detector (i.e. Viola-Jones detection [11])
or by analysis of the motion (i.e. motion segmentation [12] or
optical flow [13], [14]) in the scene. The proposed framework
relies on motion segmentation to form the basis of the object
detection. This approach is used for two main reasons:

1) Motion segmentation allows generic object detection
algorithms to be used such that the system can be easily
redeployed in a different environment.

2) Motion segmentation can be used within other processes
such as crowd analysis, and soft-biometrics.

A variety of motion segmentation techniques are available, in-
cluding: foreground segmentation techniques [15]; and multi-
layer foreground segmentation techniques that are able to
split foreground into stationary and moving regions [16]. The
proposed object tracking system uses a multi-layer hybrid
motion segmentation optical flow technique [15] that can si-
multaneously compute optical flow and multi-layer foreground
segmentation. This is ideal when tracking a mix of vehicles
and people, where the vehicles may be temporarily stationary.
When the vehicle is stopped, it can be detected as stationary
foreground and thus be easily segmented from any moving
regions (see Figure 5). The use of optical flow aids in resolving
overlaps between people and is an ideal input to the particle
filter, along with the colour input image.

Despite the use of techniques such as particle filtering,
motion segmentation and optical flow in this and other tracking
systems, occlusions still pose a major difficulty and in heavily
crowded scenes object tracking is simply not possible. At the
AVSS 2009 conference, a multi-camera tracking challenge 1

was held that focused on the task of tracking a single object
through a crowded space (see Figure 6).

More robust tracking approaches that can handle prolonged
occlusions are required to deal with such scenarios. In addi-
tion, more robust features are required to maintain identity
between the multiple camera views. Present tracking tech-
niques that are intended to track everyone within a scene
are not suitable in such environments. Particle filter based
approaches that similtaneoulsy follow multiple hypothesises

1See http://www.itl.nist.gov/iad/mig/tests/avss/2009/index.html for details



Fig. 5. Without multi-layer segmentation and a feedback mechanism, the
car on the far side of the road is lost by the object tracking system (top row).
Using the proposed algorithm, the object can be retained whilst the remainder
of the background continues to be adapted (bottom row). The use of a multi-
layer segmentation approach also aids segmentation and localisation when
other objects overlap.

Fig. 6. Sample images from a multi-camera tracking database, where the
task is to track the “cut-out” person through a crowded multi-camera network.

are more suitable, however, they need to be initialised with
features unique to the object to track.

V. SUPER-RESOLUTION & RECOGNITION

A critical capability for an intelligent surveillance system
is the provision of recognition facilities to identify people
and objects from video feeds. Such a capability must operate
at large stand-off distances when a person of interest may
occupy a very small region-of-interest in a particular field
of view, (a face for example, may only yield a 3-10 pixel
inter-eye distance). This requirement has been the driver for
super-resolution research: a signal processing technique that
combines complementary information in multiple frames of
video to generate images of a higher resolution. This helps
improve image fidelity and recognition rates when dealing with
low-resolution faces and silhouettes. The approach adopted
in this system employs a robust optical flow-based super-
resolution algorithm that recovers a dense flow field which
describes a deformation or mapping for every pixel in the
scene. By determining these local flows, it is possible to track
the motion of complicated non-planar and non-rigid objects
such as the human face or a full human silhouette [17].
Recent advances in mega-pixel cameras may lesson the need
for super-resolution, however, computational requirements on
new mega-pixel alternatives and the slow rate of change for
upgrading legacy capital-intensive CCTV networks will keep
this capability in demand for some time to come.

Once regions of interest have been super-resolved (if re-
quired), a number of biometrics may be employed to iden-

tify people at a distance in video feeds. The predominant
biometrics include face recognition (2D, 3D, spatio-temporal,
and hybrid techniques) [18], [19], and gait recognition [20].
Research in this space is extremely active and readers are
referred to the literature for further information on these
techniques. One very promising area, however, that has the
potential to add significant capability to intelligent surveillance
systems is that of soft-biometrics.

Soft-biometrics form a key component within the proposed
framework. Soft-biometrics are characteristics that can be used
to describe, but not uniquely identify an individual. Traits such
as height, weight, gender, hair, skin and clothing colour are
examples of soft-biometrics. Unlike traditional biometrics (i.e.
face, voice) which may require cooperation from the subject,
soft-biometrics can be acquired by surveillance cameras at
range without any user cooperation. Whilst these traits cannot
provide robust authentication, they can be used to provide
coarse authentication or identification at long range, locate
a subject who has been previously seen or who matches a
description, as well as aid in object tracking (particularly in
heavily crowded, adverse conditions).

For soft-biometrics to be of use in a real world surveillance
environment, they must be view invariant, and robust to
illumination changes [21]. Jain et al [22] demonstrated that
soft-biometrics such as height, gender and ethnicity can be
used to improve performance of a traditional biometric system.
Ran et al [21] proposed a gait signature, consisting of several
soft-biometrics based on gait features. Stride length, height and
gender could all be extracted from a video sequence and it was
shown that these features are effective for limited recognition.

Appearance modeling techniques used in object tracking
systems can also be used as soft-biometrics. Appearance
models are typically designed to be view and illumination
invariant so that they may be used to aid in tracking handover
and in tracking during or after occlusions. Haritaoglu et al
[23] proposed a method where data pertaining to the average
texture and silhouette of the subject is recorded as the object
is tracked, however, texture information is not suitable for
transferring from one view to another. Hu et al [24] extracted
three histograms from people, one each for the head, torso and
legs, to allow for matching based on colour and distribution.
Chien et al [25] proposed a colour model to capture the
distribution of colours in a human body. Other techniques
are proposed to model and recognise people based on a
whole body. Nakajima et al [26] extracts normalised colour
histograms and local shape features and trains SVM classifiers
for each person and pose and the approach is shown to be
accurate on a limited data set. Hahnel et al [27] extends on
[26] by applying additional colour, shape and texture features.

Within the proposed framework, a combination of size
and colour are used to model people [28]. People are split
into head, torso and leg regions though analysis of vertical
gradients and each component is modelled separatley. The
approach has been evaluated on a subset of the PETS 2006
database and achieved an equal error rate of 6.1% when
models are trained from multiple viewpoints.



VI. CROWD MONITORING

In large public places, it is often impossible to monitor every
person for suspicious behaviour. The threats posed in crowded
environments are of a different nature to those posed by an
individual, and arise from the crowd’s collective properties.
These threats include fighting, rioting, violent protest, mass
panic and excitement. The most common indicator of such
behaviour is crowd size, which may also be an indicator of
congestion, delay or other abnormality. Crowd size can also
offer important operational information. Knowledge of the
number of people within an area, or queue, can be used to
redeploy staff and improve organisational efficiency.

As crowd size is a holistic description of the scene, the
majority of crowd counting techniques have utilised holis-
tic features to estimate crowd size. However, due to the
wide variability in crowd behaviours, distribution, density and
overall size, holistic systems require a very large training
set. In a facility containing numerous cameras, it is not
practical to supply hundreds of frames of ground truth for
potentially hundreds of cameras. Holistic features, such as
textural information, Minkowski Fractal Dimension [29], and
Translation Invariant Orthonormal Chebyshev Moments [30]
have been used to measure crowd density. Holistic features
such as these are highly sensitive to external changes (e.g.
lighting conditions), and it has been shown that for outdoor
environments, the natural fluctuations in lighting between
morning and afternoon reduce system performance [30].

More recent crowd counting algorithms have utilised spe-
cific features which are indicative of crowding, such as edge
and foreground pixels [31]. While these features are local
to points of interest in an image, they are considered at a
holistic level. Local features are specific to an individual
or small group of people within an image. Head detection,
tracking and blob segmentation [32] have all been employed
to estimate crowd size, however, these approaches are best
suited to situations where crowds are small.

Within the proposed framework, crowd counting techniques
have been implemented that are view invariant and rely on
local features [33]. View invariance enables a single trained
model to be deployed across multiple cameras, ensuring
improved utility within a real environment where there are
potentially hundreds of cameras. The use of local features,
aside from offering improved accuracy, also enables crowd
counting to be deployed across a multi-camera space. The
use of local features allow blobs common to each view to be
considered only once, and allows crowd density to be mapped
to the ground plane (see Figure 7). Within a large operational
environment such as an airport, where it is reasonable to expect
an overall crowd size in the thousands, the total crowd count
is not necessarily meaningful. However, if this count can be
translated to localised densities, then overcrowding within sub-
sections of the environment can be detected and dealt with.

Recently, Kim et al [34] proposed the use of virtual gates
for counting crowds past a point (see Figure 8). This task is
quite different from crowd counting, in that it concerns itself
with the number of people passing a specific point over time.

Fig. 7. An example of how crowd density estimation may work, where local
crowd counts are mapped to a top-down scene image to give an estimate of
crowd density.

While techniques such as this are highly useful for monitoring
entryways in retail spaces, they can also be combined with
crowd counting techniques to monitor queues. Virtual gates
can be used at either end of the queue to count people entering
and leaving the queue, and crowd counting can be used to
determine the total queue size.

Fig. 8. Examples of a virtual gate within a calibrated camera space. Several
gates are used at incremental heights to improve accuracy.

VII. EVENT DETECTION

One of the ultimate goals of an automated video surveillance
system is that of detecting events of relevance for security
assessment. Often, such events take the form of specific
actions or interaction between human subjects and the environ-
ment. Examples range from terrorists abandoning explosives
in exposed areas, to vandals tampering with phone booths
or fire extinguishers. Like any other automated classification
problem, action recognition requires us to a) define the classes
of interest, b) identify a set of measurements for representing
each instance (the feature set) and c) train a suitable classifier
from a sizeable sample set. The main difference with respect
to a conventional classification problem is that each action
instance to classify is in itself a sequential datum, a trajectory,
o(1)..o(T ), in a chosen feature space. For instance, we can
describe an action by the sequence of the angular positions
of a subject’s joints. Given the sequential nature of these
data, graphical models such as the hidden Markov model
and dynamic Bayesian networks have been widely used for
classification, alongside techniques that try to match action
instances to action templates directly in the time domain, such
as dynamic time warping [35]. Action recognition is highly
challenging from a pattern recognition point of view due to the
high dimensionality of typical feature sets, the large variations
between different instances of the same action class, and the
limited distance between action classes. In addition to these,
visual occlusions may cause major corruption of the feature set
and compromise recognition. Other cogent problems include
the automated detection of an action’s time boundaries (time
segmentation), the decomposition of complex actions into



primitive actions and classifier adaptation to action patterns
that evolve along the time. All these issues make action
recognition and event detection still “early” technologies,
requiring much scenario tailoring to achieve high recognition
rates and reliability.

VIII. CONCLUSION

This paper has outlined a semi-supervised intelligent visual
surveillance system to exploit the information from multi-
camera networks for the monitoring of environments. Modules
were proposed to perform surveillance tasks such as camera
management and camera calibration; multi-view object track-
ing; super-resolution and recognition; crowd monitoring; and
activity recognition. Advances in these computer vision and
pattern recognition modules are pushing the current envelopes
of intelligent surveillance capabilities and delivering important
tools for a range of applications in security, counter-terrorism,
safety, emergency response and operational monitoring. How-
ever, the arrival of true 3rd generation intelligent surveillance
systems still eludes us. Predominant areas of research focus
will continue to include: the ability to track objects within
complex cluttered scenes; the robust recognition of individuals
at stand-off distances including the use of ‘soft’ user descrip-
tions of people and vehicles; effective monitoring of crowds;
the recognition of important activities of interest and threats
without the practical nullification of high false-alarm rates;
and the ability to make surveillance algorithms context-aware
of the environment in which they operate.
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